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Keywords
Background: Cognitive capabilities change in later life, although their onset and rate of decline, and how they are
shaped by lifetime socioeconomic position, childhood cognition and adult health status are all unclear. Methods: From
the Medical Research Council National Survey of Health and
Development, we analysed 3,192 participants undergoing
one or more cognitive assessments at ages 43, 53, 60–64 and
69. Linear mixed models described cognitive trajectories, adjusting for factors across the life course. Results: For both
search speed and verbal memory, better performance at age
43 (the intercept) was associated with higher paternal and
own education, childhood cognition, and adult occupational class. For search speed, the trajectory was best described
as a quadratic function (decline of 45.6 letters/5-years + 4.6
letters). Verbal memory showed a linear decline of 0.20
words/5-years between ages 43 and 60 and a steeper linear
decline of 0.95 words/5-years between ages 60 and 69. Decline in verbal memory in the latter period was steeper in
those with higher educational achievements at age 26 (ad-
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ditional 0.28 words/5-years for highest attainment). Conclusions: Decline in verbal memory and search speed across
midlife is evident, though with different non-linear trajectories. By implication, pathways to cognitive impairment and
dementia in older age may have their origins in this period.
© 2017 The Author(s)
Published by S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

Cognitive capability, the capacity to undertake the
mental tasks of daily living, forms an integral part of
healthy ageing, and factors across life are likely to underpin this [1]. In a population with rising longevity, there is
clear heterogeneity in cognitive function, widening with
progressing age and illness [2]. Optimal cognitive capability in late life depends largely on the experience of individuals in middle age [3]. Yet, little is known about
when different cognitive functions begin to decline and
the extent that these are shaped by social and biological
factors earlier in the life course.
Most studies examining the variation in cognitive
function by age are cross-sectional, which may overestiDaniel Davis
MRC Unit of Lifelong Health and Ageing at UCL
33 Bedford Place
London WC1B 5JU (UK)
E-Mail daniel.davis @ ucl.ac.uk

mate differences due to secular changes in educational
attainment [4]. This is evident in findings from the Seattle
Longitudinal Studies, which follow cohorts in 7-year age
bands, recruited every 7 years, assessed at 7-year intervals
[5]. Here, cross-sectional (inter-individual) and longitudinal (intra-individual) differences can be compared,
with little longitudinal change observed before age 60,
consistent across several cognitive domains. In the Whitehall II study, although cross-sectional differences at baseline were larger than subsequent longitudinal change, decline was still apparent in reasoning, verbal fluency and
verbal memory over 10 years from age 45 [6]. The Medical Research Council (MRC) National Survey of Health
and Development (NSHD) reported a small decline in
verbal memory and search speed in adults tested at ages
43 and 53, with greater declines observed in those with
lower cognitive ability in childhood [7]. Both public
health and individual interventions in those with low levels of performance, or a steeper than average decline, may
therefore improve cognitive capability when they grow
older[8, 9].
In this analysis, we used data from NSHD, the oldest
of the British birth cohort studies, to describe trajectories
of change in visual search speed and verbal memory over
a 26-year-period from age 43 to 69. These tests were chosen to represent two fundamental aspects of fluid ability,
speed of processing and episodic memory, which are sensitive to age and morbidity-associated decline and also
relatively easy to measure repeatedly over time [10]. As
NSHD provides a rare opportunity to include earlier life
factors, we also investigated whether family background,
childhood cognition and educational attainment were associated with these cognitive domains at 43 and their
change with age, also accounting for adult socio-economic position (SEP), health status and unavoidable attrition
due to mortality.
Methods
The NSHD is a birth cohort following up 5,362 individuals
born during one week in March 1946 in England, Scotland and
Wales [11, 12]. Representativeness has been maintained over time
[13–15]. This report uses data collected over 24 assessments from
birth. In 1989 (at age 43), of the 3,749 participants remaining in
the study, 3,262 (87%) were assessed [11]; the majority of these
participants (3247) had been flagged for death notification on the
National Health Service Central Register. Of these, 3,192 (98%)
had at least one cognitive assessment of verbal memory or search
speed at this follow-up or at subsequent follow-ups at ages 53, 60–
64, and 69; this is the overall sample for analysis [16]. Ethical approval was obtained from the Multicentre Research Ethics Com-
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mittee (for data collections up to 2010) and Queen Square Research Ethics Committee (14/LO/1073) and the Scotland Research
Ethics Committee (14/SS/1009) for data collections between 2014
and 2015.
Visual Search Speed and Verbal Memory
All assessments at each of the 4 follow-ups (ages 43, 53, 60–64,
and 69) were carried out at home or clinic visits by research nurses according to a standardised protocol. The visual search speed
task required participants to cross out the letters P and W, randomly embedded within a grid of other letters in one minute. The
score represents the total number of letters searched (maximum
600, except for at age 43 where maximum score was 450). Verbal
memory was assessed through the recall of a 15-item word learning
task, where each word was presented for 2 seconds. The score represents the total number of words correctly recalled over 3 identical trials (maximum 45). To minimise practice effects, 2 different
word lists were alternated between follow-ups.
Mortality
We included deaths from any cause from March 1989 (43
years) until February 2016 (the end of the 69th year) notified
through NHS Digital (previously the Office for National Statistics).
Covariates
Variables were chosen on the basis of factors previously demonstrated to be associated with adult cognition in NSHD [16, 17].
In childhood, paternal education (primary or none, more than primary) was used as a measure of childhood SEP. Childhood cognition was measured at age 8, using a battery of tests administered
by participants’ school teachers: reading comprehension, pronunciation, vocabulary, and non-verbal reasoning [18]. Childhood
cognitive test scores were summed and standardised to the final
sample. Where data on childhood cognition were missing at age 8
(n = 366), Z-scores from the assessment at age 11 or 15 were used
(n = 89 and n = 42, respectively). Educational attainment by age 26
was classified in 3 categories: below ordinary secondary
qualiﬁcations (vocational); ordinary secondary qualiﬁcations (“O”
levels and their training equivalents), advanced secondary
qualiﬁcations (“A” levels and their equivalents) and above.
At age 43, adult SEP was based on participants’ occupational
class (I and II; IIINM and IIIM; IV and V). Measures of health status at this age included systolic blood pressure (of 2 measurements
using a sphygmomanometer, the second measure was used if available), body mass index (BMI) calculated by measured height and
weight; self-reported diabetes, stroke and cancer, and the World
Health Organization Rose angina scale [19]. Smoking status (current, former, never) was also recorded.
Statistical Analyses
Linear mixed models were used to examine the trajectories of
verbal memory and search speed, the intercept being set at age 43.
Where data were skewed, models were adjusted using the Kenward-Roger procedure [20, 21]. Chronological age since 43,
scaled in a 5-year unit to facilitate the interpretation of possible
quadratic terms, was used as the time metric. Linear and nonlinear models with random intercepts and slopes were examined
and the fit of the models was compared using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). Linear and quadratic models were tested
under the assumption that decline begins at age 43 and this de-
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Table 1. Characteristics of 3,185 NSHD participants cognitively assessed in adult and childhood

Men, n (%)
Earlier life factors
Father’s education by age 6, > primary, n (%)
General cognition in childhood, mean (SD)
Educational attainment by age 26, n (%)
<Ordinary level, n (%)
Ordinary level, n (%)
Advanced level, n (%)
Adult factors at age 43
BMI, kg/m2, mean (SD)
Systolic BP, mm Hg, mean (SD)
Diabetes, n (%)
Smoking status, n (%)
Current
Ex
Never
Positive WHO Rose angina score, n (%)
Stroke, n (%)
Cancer, n (%)
Occupational class, n (%)
I + II
III NM + M
IV + V

cline might be constant over time (linear) or not (quadratic). A
spline model with a transition point at 60 was estimated in order
to explore whether decline only begins at 60 (as suggested by data
from the Seattle Longitudinal Studies and Whitehall II), or
whether there is a difference of the speed of decline before and
after this age. The models were estimated using PROC MIXED in
SAS 9.3 [22]. Covariance matrices were assumed to be unstructured. Practice effects in search speed were investigated by comparing accuracy of target identification, in addition to the number of letters covered, over each wave. This measure estimated
test-retest effects by comparing the accuracy of target identification (correct hits minus misses) but not used as a variable in the
main analyses.
Associations with both intercept and slope were sequentially
estimated for gender, early life, socio-economic and health factors.
Fit was compared by selecting the model with the lowest BIC.
Model 1: adjusted for gender. Model 2: additionally adjusted for
early life factors (parental education, childhood cognition and educational attainment). Model 3: additionally adjusted for SEP.
Model 4: additionally adjusted for health factors (smoking, BMI,
systolic blood pressure, diabetes, stroke, rose angina, and cancer).
We used cases where complete data were available for all covariates. Sensitivity analyses to quantify differences due to selective
attrition through death were undertaken by re-estimating models
restricted to only those who remained alive throughout the study
period. Stata version 12.1 and SAS 9.3 were used for all statistical
procedures (full details in data supplement).
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n or mean

% or SD

1,611

51

0

0

1,271
0

40
1

1,167
855
1,059

67
27
33

218
0
104

7
0
3

25.5
123
29

4.2
16
1

897
1,240
849
102
10
54

28
39
27
3
0
2

221
252
199
199

7
8
7
7

1,335
1,299
504

42
41
16

197
194
207
47

6
6
7
1

Missing

%

Results

Characteristics of Participants
The sample characteristics for the 3,185 men and
women included in these analyses are shown in Table 1.
Half of the sample was male (n = 1,611, 51%), 1,059 (33%)
had educational qualifications at “Advanced” level or beyond, and at age 43 average BMI was 25.5 kg/m2 and 28%
were current smokers. Cumulative deaths for the period
under study (from age 43) were: 199 by age 53, 355 by age
60, 529 by age 65, and 715 by the end of the 69th year.
Online supplemental Table S1, data supplement (for all
online suppl. material, see www.karger.com/
doi/10.1159/000481136) shows the number of individuals undergoing cognitive assessment at each wave. Of
2,147 individuals assessed at age 69, 1,642 (76%) had measures of search speed at all 4 time points; 1,592 (74%) had
4 measures of verbal memory. For search speed, correlation of scores at each assessment until age 69 ranged from
0.43 to 0.60. For verbal memory, correlation across waves
was slightly higher (p = 0.60 to 0.67). Correlation between
verbal memory and search speed at age 43 was low (p =
0.16). Average cognitive scores at each age tested tended
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Table 2. Change in midlife performance in search speed from age 43 in a sample of 2,612 individuals (8,162 observations) with complete

covariate data

Model 1 sex-adjusted
beta
Intercept
Gender, male
Father’s education
Childhood cognition
Education attainment
<Ordinary
Ordinary
Advanced
Occupational class
IV + V
III NM + M
I + II
Smoking
Never
Former
Current
BMI
Diabetes
Slope
Slope (linear)/
5-years
Slope (quadratic)/
25-years
Gender

LCI

UCI

Model 2 + early life factors
p value

397.88 392.68 403.09 <0.001
–23.43 –29.33 –17.53 <0.001

Model 3 + aocioeconomic
position

Model 4 + health factors

beta

LCI

UCI

p value

beta

LCI

UCI

p value beta

LCI

UCI

p value

388.96
–23.87
008.48
004.87

382.47
–30.09
003.44
002.15

395.46
–17.65
013.51
007.60

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

385.62
–24.66
7.91
4.14

377.66
–30.95
2.82
1.34

393.59
–18.37
012.99
006.93

<0.001
<0.001
<0.002
<0.003

395.37
–29.54
003.18
001.84

428.41
–16.92
013.53
007.43

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

[ref]
1.84
12.46

–4.23
5.53

007.93 <55
019.39 <0.001

[ref]
3.53
8.81

–3.36
1.01

010.43 <0.31
016.62 <0.02

[ref]
002.73 0–3.25 008.73 <0.37
015.27 008.77 021.78 <0.001

411.89
–22.80
008.35
004.63

[ref]
001.53 0–4.64 007.70 <0.62
011.92 005.14 018.69 <0.001

[ref]
000.22
–12.13
0–1
–25

0–5.30
–18.24
0–0.70
–24.50

005.75
0–6.02
0–1.26
–48.12

<0.93
<0.001
–0.14
–0.89

–49.01 –51.81 –46.19 <0.001

–49.61 –52.56 –46.66 <0.001

–49.51 –52.48 –46.55 <0.001

–49.58 –52.55 –46.60 <0.001

004.56 004.17 004.95 <0.001
001.84 000.59 003.08 <0.003

004.64 004.22 005.05 <0.001
001.79 000.49 003.10 <0.007

004.62 004.21 005.04 <0.001
001.73 000.41 003.04 <0.009

004.61 004.20 005.03 <0.001
001.85 000.53 003.17 <0.006

Search speed = no. letters scanned; fathers education (primary cf. > primary); childhood cognition (per SD); occupational class at age 43 defined by Registrar
General; BMI body mass index at age 43 (per kg/m2); diabetes at age 43 (yes cf. no). No associations with stroke, systolic BP or occupational class at age 43 were
evident, therefore not included in Model 4.

to decline, and this decline was less appreciable in those
with complete cognitive data at all 4 ages (online suppl.
Table S2).
Change in Search Speed from Ages 43 to 69
BIC indices used in preliminary analyses to compare
the fit of linear, quadratic, and spline models, showed the
quadratic model provided the best fit. Table 2 presents
data in 2,612 individuals with complete covariate data.
For the average individual with a baseline level of other
covariates, the maximally adjusted model estimated 412
letters (out of 450) scanned at age 43. The overall rate of
change, which included a quadratic term, estimated a decline of 49.6 letters/5-years less 4.6 letters, with women
declining less through this time (Table 2, model 4). Accuracy of target identification also declined between age
43 and 69 (data supplement, online suppl. Table S2), suggesting that practice effects were not likely to account for
the slowing in the decline observed.
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Women scanned on average 22.8 more letters at age
43; higher levels of father’s education, childhood cognition, and educational attainment by age 26 were also associated with higher scores in search speed at age 43 (Table 2). Women had slower decline compared to men (1.9
letters/5-years; Table 2, model 4). Figure 1 plots the average change in search speed between ages 43 and 69. Sensitivity analyses including only those individuals who
were alive at the last follow-up were performed, with minimal change evident in the estimated parameters, all of
which were in the same direction as shown in Table 2
(data supplement, online suppl. Table S3).
Change in Verbal Memory from Age 43 to age 69
These models were based on 2,591 individuals with complete covariate data. The same 3 trajectories tested in terms
of search speed (linear, quadratic, and spline models)
showed that the spline model with a transition point at age
60 gave the best fit (Table 3). Such a model divides the data
Davis/Bendayan/Muniz Terrera/Hardy/
Richards/Kuh

Women

400

30

25

300

Words recalled

Letters searched

Men

200

20
Educational tertiles
15

Highest
Middle
Lowest

10

100
40

50

60

70

40

50

60

70

Age

Age

Fig. 1. Change in search speed over midlife. Mean scores for men

Fig. 2. Change in verbal memory over midlife. Mean scores for by

into 2 segments of time and fits a linear trajectory to each of
the segments. Thus, spline 1 represents the linear change
from age 43 to the transition point – at age 60 – whereas
spline 2 represents the linear change from age 60 to age 69.
For the fully adjusted model (Table 3, Model 4) the average
number of words correctly recalled at the transition point
was 24.1. Therefore, on average there was an overall decline
of 0.2 words/5-years up to age 60 and 0.95 words/5-years
thereafter. As with search speed, the intercept was significantly higher for women, and for those with higher levels in
father’s education, childhood cognition and educational attainment, even after adjusting for other factors in adulthood (Table 3, models 1–4). Lower occupational class, current smoking, higher BMI and having experienced a stroke
by age 43 were also associated with memory scores at age 43.
Educational attainment was associated with faster decline
after age 60 (additional loss of 0.28 words/5-years in those
with highest, compared with the lowest, educational attainment (Fig. 2). No other factors were associated with the
slope. As with search speed, a sensitivity analysis including
only those individuals who were still alive at age 69 gave
similar results (data supplement, online suppl. Table S4).

This analysis showed that a degree of decline in both
search speed and verbal memory is evident across midlife,
but the temporal sequence of these changes differs. Decline in search speed appeared to decelerate over this time

period for both genders. In contrast, decline in verbal
memory accelerated after age 60. Paternal education,
childhood cognition, educational attainment, adult SEP
and health status at 43 were associated with better search
speed and verbal memory at age 43. For search speed,
women demonstrated higher performance at age 43, but
then declined faster. Those who had attained a higher level of education by age 26 showed a faster decline in verbal
memory after age 60 compared with those with lower levels of education, though sustained higher performance
overall. Taken together, these findings indicate the importance of factors across the life course in maintaining
the cognitive capability developed in childhood.
The major strength of these analyses is the long, prospective follow-up of a nationally representative population sample. This uniquely allows for observed changes
across 26 years of midlife to be understood unconfounded
by age, and in relation to prospective measures of childhood cognition, education, lifetime SEP and health status.
Nonetheless, several limitations must be highlighted. First,
in common with other cohort studies, these associations
may be underpinned by residual confounding. We adjusted for overall educational attainment by age 26; however,
there is scope to investigate the effects of education and
cognitive development in more detail. By using randomeffects models and complete case analyses for covariates,
we assumed data were missing at random, which may not
be the case. Finally, some of the observed associations may
be subject to secular trends, particularly in education, and
therefore specific to this British post-war generation [23].
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and women shown at each time point between ages 43 and 69.

Discussion

educational attainment by age 26 shown at each time point between ages 43 and 69.
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Table 3. Change in midlife performance in verbal memory from age 43 in a sample of 2,591 individuals (8,015 observations) with com-

plete covariate data

Model 1 sex-adjusted
beta
Intercept
Intercept
Gender, male
Father’s education
Childhood cognition
Education attainment
<Ordinary
Ordinary
Advanced
Occupational class
IV + V
III NM + M
I + II
Smoking
Never
Former
Current
BMI
Stroke
Slope
Before 60
Sex (before 60)
After 60
Education (after 60)
<Ordinary
Ordinary
Advanced

LCI

24.86 24.52
–2.05 –2.47

–0.13 –0.24
–0.14 –0.24
–1.08 –1.21

UCI

Model 2 + early life factors
p value

25.19 <0.001
–1.63 <0.001

–0.02 <0.01
–0.02 <0.01
–0.94 <0.001

Model 3 + socioeconomic
position

Model 4 + health factors

beta

LCI

UCI

p value

beta

LCI

UCI

p value

beta

LCI

UCI

p value

22.53
–2.05
00.69
02.10

22.13
–2.39
00.31
01.90

22.93
–1.72
01.06
02.30

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

21.80
–2.22
00.58
02.01

21.57
–2.56
00.20
01.80

22.32
–1.87
00.95
02.21

<0.001
<0.001
<0.002
<0.001

24.05
–2.13
00.52
01.99

22.77
–2.48
00.13
01.78

25.33
–1.77
00.90
02.20

<0.001
<0.001
<0.008
<0.001

ref.
02.36 01.89 02.82
03.85 03.35 04.35

<0.001
<0.001

ref.
02.20
03.39

01.73 02.67 <0.001
02.86 03.92 <0.001

ref.
02.04
03.19

01.56
02.65

02.52
03.74

<0.001
<0.001

ref.
00.90
01.63

00.39 01.42 <0.001
01.06 02.21 <0.001

ref.
00.80
01.49

00.28
00.90

01.33
02.08

<0.002
<0.001

ref.
00.11
–0.73
–0.07
–3.13

–0.30
–1.19
–0.11
–6.01

00.52
–0.28
–0.03
–0.26

<0.52
<0.002
<0.001
<0.03

–0.20 –0.29 –0.11 <0.001

–0.20

–0.29 –0.10 <0.001

–0.20

–0.29

–0.10

<0.001

–0.91 –1.12 –0.70 <0.001

–0.94

–1.14 –0.73 <0.001

–0.95

–1.17

–0.74

<0.001

ref.
–0.22 –0.48 00.04 <0.10
–0.33 –0.58 –0.09 <0.007

ref.
–0.21
–0.30

–0.48 00.05 <0.11
–0.55 –0.05 <0.01

–0.19
–0.28

–0.46
–0.53

–0.08
–0.03

<0.17
<0.02

Memory = no. words recalled; fathers education (primary cf. > primary); childhood cognition (per SD); occupational class defined by Registrar General; BMI
body mass index at age 43 (per kg/m2); diabetes at age 43 (yes cf. no); systolic BP blood pressure at age 43 (per mm Hg). No associations with diabetes at age 43
were evident, therefore not included in Model 4.

The overall trajectory of change in search speed appears
to show that decline slows over the observed time period
across midlife. We could not attribute this deceleration to
practice effects, nor to differential attrition due to death. In
comparing practice effects quantified in other studies [24],
it may be that such effects have different magnitudes over
the life course, though one notable difference with NSHD
is that the intervals are much longer (5–10 years between
testing). In addition, the distribution of search speed scores
did not suggest that either ceiling or floor effects were at
play. No comparable study has reported this slowing of decline prospectively, though cross-sectional normative data
from the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery
are consistent with this shape between ages 40 and 70, before greater age-associated changes become evident [25].
In NSHD, it remains to be seen if decline in search speed
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in NSHD at older ages recapitulates the cross-sectional
findings beyond age 70. The findings in respect of verbal
memory and education are consistent with the findings of
other studies with smaller samples describing change over
this age range [26, 27]. In NSHD, though faster declines
were evident in those with more education after age 60, the
higher initial intercept shows the overall area under the
curve to be greater in this group. While there were only 5
time points where a spline knot could be placed, theoretical
reasons to do so at age 60 would be consistent with other
longitudinal studies [24], with subsequent confirmation
that age 60 emerged through a data-driven process. Several studies consistently report that education leads to increase cognitive capability in adulthood, but how this influences subsequent decline is much less well understood
[28, 29]. Mechanisms are difficult to infer, but it should be
Davis/Bendayan/Muniz Terrera/Hardy/
Richards/Kuh

emphasized in this analysis that the absolute change is
modest and our findings merit further follow-up and validation in other samples. Overall, while the gains from education demonstrated in an earlier analysis of NSHD [7]
appear to persist well after age 60, the general effect of education probably diminishes thereafter.
Both longitudinal measures have a degree of comparability to other tests of search speed and verbal memory.
For example, the visual matching task from the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery and the letter
cancellation task are typical of perceptual speed tasks in
that the primary manifestation of individual differences
measured by the number of items correctly completed in
the allotted time [25]. The verbal memory task word list
test devised for NSHD is closely related to the California
Verbal Learning Test [30] and measures are likely to be
correspondingly similar.
With regard to health-related factors, in a sample aged
40–44 followed over 8 years, the PATH Through Life
(PATH) Project showed a decline from baseline in memory and processing speed associated with cardiovascular
risk factors [31]. Consistent with this, the Framingham
Offspring Cohort study reported changes over 7 years in
memory and executive function as well as MRI indices of
vascular disease and hippocampal atrophy in a sample
aged 54 (SD 9) years at baseline [32]. Conversely, the
Midlife in the United States study demonstrated changes
over 10 years in episodic memory and executive dysfunction appreciable in 4,955 individuals across age range 24–
75 years that appeared to be independent of health status
[33]. Our data is broadly comparable with these findings,
with no clear evidence that decline observed over these
longer periods of follow-up is appreciably driven by health
status at the beginning of this period. Nonetheless, it is
prudent that midlife should be a time for identifying modifiable risks for maintaining later cognitive capabilities.
In describing the decline of verbal memory and search
speed during midlife, we show that this remains an important period for maintaining lifelong cognitive capability.
By implication, pathways to cognitive impairment and
dementia in older age may become apparent at this age.
Although better cognitive development has been associated with slower decline in later life [7, 34] in the present
study, factors earlier in life influencing peak cognition had
little additional bearing on a subsequent rate of decline.
This was also the case for health factors such as diabetes
and angina at age 43, though the proportion of individuals
with these conditions at this age was low. Therefore, the
degree to which midlife health (e.g., cardiovascular disease) might influence subsequent dementia risk remains

unclear. While NSHD has previously reported an association between smoking – itself an indicator of poor health –
and cognition [35, 36], it may be that the cognitive impact
of poor health in midlife is not evident even by age 69. This
would be consistent with studies of midlife hypertension
where associations with dementia and cognitive impairment over 20 years later have been observed [37, 38].
Nonetheless, adopting a lifelong approach to cognitive capability, which emphasises a role for early life in maximising peak cognitive reserve [39], and for midlife in maintaining cognitive capability, may promote public health
strategies to modify socioeconomic conditions in addition to those focused on improving biological health. At
the individual level, cognitive decline could be regarded
as a marker of health status in mid-life, which may be reversible if changes to lifestyle are made [40].
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